The development in data collection techniques results in high dimensional data sets, where discrimination is an important and commonly encountered problem that are crucial to resolve when high dimensional data is heterogeneous (non-common variance covariance structure for classes). An example of this is to classify microbial habitat preferences based on codon/bi-codon usage. Habitat preference is important to study for evolutionary genetic relationships and may help industry produce specific enzymes. Most classification procedures assume homogeneity (common variance covariance structure for all classes), which is not guaranteed in most high dimensional data sets. We have introduced regularized elimination in partial least square coupled with QDA (rePLS-QDA) for the parsimonious variable selection and classification of high dimensional heterogeneous data sets based on recently introduced regularized elimination for variable selection in partial least square (rePLS) and heterogeneous classification procedure quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). A comparison of proposed and existing methods is conducted over the simulated data set; in addition, the proposed procedure is implemented to classify microbial habitat preferences by their codon/bi-codon usage. Five bacterial habitats (Aquatic, Host Associated, Multiple, Specialized and Terrestrial) are modeled. The classification accuracy of each habitat is satisfactory and ranges from 89.1% to 100% on test data. Interesting codon/bi-codons usage, their mutual interactions influential for respective habitat preference are identified. The proposed method also produced results that concurred with known biological characteristics that will help researchers better understand divergence of species.
Introduction
Tremendous advances in technology has made it possible to sample observations based on a huge number of genetic and ecological variables. It is much easier to generate gigantic sets of raw data, establish relations and provide a biological understanding (Bachvarov et al., 2008) .
Huge sets of variables are typically used as explanatory variables and are assumed with a potential impact on classification variables. Most biological studies result in large numbers of variables p compared the number of samples n. In such situation logistic regression or other traditional classification methods like linear discriminant analysis (LDA) (Barker and Rayens, 2003; Lachenbruch and Goldstein, 1979) or quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) (Hastie et al., 2009; Lachenbruch and Goldstein, 1979 ) face a multi collinearity and identification problem (Wold et al., 1984) . In this instance, multivariate approach, like partial least square (PLS), is natural to use. This regression provides the solution in the 'large p small n' situation, see (Martens and Naes, 1989) . PLS in its original form is a regression method; however, but has been extensively used for classification analysis (Alsberg et al., 1998; Liland et al., 2013; Mehmood et al., 2011a Mehmood et al., , 2011b Mehmood et al., , 2012a Mehmood et al., , 2012b Mehmood et al., , 2012c Mehmood et al., , 2014 Wold et al., 1984) . In general, if we have C classes, one of the accepted procedure is to first convert the response into C binary responses, and then fit each binary response with an explanatory variable. The predicted class is determined based on the sign of predicted PLS response (Martens and Naes, 1989; Saebø et al., 2008) .
An alternative approach for the classification of high dimensional data set is to couple PLS scores with LDA, which was first used by Lindgren et al. (1994) , and later studied in (Boulesteix, 2004; Chun and Keleş, 2010; Lindgren et al., 1994; Mehmood et al., 2011b; Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a) . The extensive comparison study performed by Boulesteix (2004) , which included many classification methods, employing PLS as a dimension reduction method and using the PLS components scores as predictors in LDA ranges among the best classification procedures for all the eight cancer data sets. PLS scores corresponding to an optimum PLS model are normally very few compared to the total number of explanatory variables and more over are assumed to be orthogonal. Subsequently, orthogonal PLS components as an input for the LDA handles the problem of multi collinearity and identification, and results the satisfactory classification accuracy. LDA is assumed to provide best possible accuracy given that its assumptions are satisfied, which are the homogeneity i.e. common variance covariance structure and multivariate normal distribution. For high dimensional data sets multivariate normal distribution is mostly conserved, while the common variance covariance structure for each class is in question (Hastie et al., 2009) . The non-common variance covariance structure motivates to couple PLS scores with QDA first introduced by Rocke (2002a, 2002b) and later studied in (Boulesteix, 2004) .
Extracting the parsimonious model (the smallest number of variables which explains the modeled relation better while keeping the satisfactory classification accuracy) is also required with the classification accuracy in high dimensional data sets. This motivates researchers to create variable selection strategies with several possibilities. For instance soft threshold based shrinkage in PLS (stPLS) (Saebø et al., 2008) , regularized stepwise elimination procedure for variable selection in PLS (rePLS) (Mehmood et al., 2011a) . For classification purpose, stPLS uses the sign of predicted response based approach, while rePLS merges the PLS with LDA (rePLS-LDA). Motivated by a recently introduced variable selection procedure regularized elimination in partial least square (rePLS) (Mehmood et al., 2011a) and heterogeneous classification procedure QDA (Hastie et al., 2009) , we have introduced regularized elimination in partial least square coupled with QDA (rePLS-QDA) for the parsimonious variable selection and classification of high dimensional heterogeneous data sets, while the heterogeneity means the non-common variance covariance structure in classes. The accuracy of rePLS-QDA has been compared with PLS-LDA, PLS-QDA, rePLS-LDA and stPLS over the simulated data. A comparison of rePLS-QDA has been done with PLS-QDA and stPLS on real data since the considered real biological data sets appears heterogeneous.
Methods

Partial least squares
We have considered a classification problem where every object belongs to one of two possible classes, as indicated by the n × 1 class label vector y. We fit C models if response has C classes then we create C numeric response vector y by coding as +1's (if the sample is from respective class) and −1's (if the sample is not from respective). The association between y and the n × p predictor matrix X is assumed to be explained by the linear model E(y) = Xβ where β are the p × 1 vector of regression coefficients. The purpose of variable selection is to find a column subset of X capable of satisfactory explaining the variations in y.
From a modeling perspective, ordinary least square fitting is no option when n < p. PLS resolves this by searching for a small set of components, 'latent vectors', that performs a simultaneous decomposition of X and y with the constraint that these components explain much of the covariance between X and y.
Initially the variables are centered into X 0 = X − 1x ′ and y 0 = y − 1ȳ. Let A be the number of components to be extracted. Then for a = 1, 2, . . . , A the algorithm runs:
1. Compute the loading weights by
The weights define the direction in the space spanned by X a−1 of maximum covariance with y a−1 . Normalize to loading weights to have length equal to 1 by
2. Compute the score vector t a by
3. Compute the X-loadings p a by regressing the variables in X a−1 on the score vector:
Similarly compute the Y-loading q a by
4. Deflate X a−1 and y a−1 by subtracting the contribution of t a : 
If a <
Regularized elimination procedure for variable selection in PLS
Recently, a stepwise regularized variable elimination procedure for variable selection (Mehmood et al., 2011a) is proposed for parsimonious model fitting. The procedure starts with the split of the training data into test and training subsets. For each split, a stepwise procedure is adopted to select the variables. Stable variables that are being extracted by stepwise elimination from all splits of the data are consequently selected. The proposed algorithm requires a ranking of variables in X, which is accomplished by variable importance in PLS projections (VIP) (Eriksson et al., 2001) . VIP for the variable j is defined according to (Eriksson et al., 2001) as
where a = 1, 2, . . . , A, w a j is the loading weight for variable j using a components and t a , w a and p 2a are CPPLS scores, loading weights and y-loadings respectively corresponding to the a th component. Gosselin et al. (2010) 2 represents the importance of the j th variable. Variable j can be eliminated if v j < u for some user-defined threshold u ∈ [0, ∞). It is generally accepted that a variable should be selected if v j > 1, see (Eriksson et al., 2001 ).
The algorithm is: Let Z 0 = X and let VIP j be the variable importance for variable j.
1) For iteration g run y and Z g through cross-validated PLS. The matrix Z g has p g columns, and we get the same number of criterion values, sorted in ascending order as VIP (1) , . . . , VIP (p g ) .
2) There are M criterion values below (above for criterion q j ) the cutoff u. If M = 0, terminate the algorithm here.
3) Else, let N = ⌈ f M⌉ for some fraction f ∈ ⟨0, 1]. Eliminate the variables corresponding to the N most extreme criterion values.
4)
If there are still more than one variable left, let Z g+1 contain these variables, and return to 1).
The fraction f determines the 'step length' of the elimination algorithm, where an f close to 0 will only eliminate a few variables in every iteration. We used f = 1 and u = 1 as reported in (Eriksson et al., 2001; Mehmood et al., 2011a) . The implemented iterative procedure allows for a marginal decrease in model discrimination performance that can significantly decrease the number of selected variables, which in turn improve the interpret ability of the model noticeably, see Mehmood et al. (2011a) .
Classification of heterogeneous data sets by using QDA with rePLS
The procedure rePLS results in X selected containing selected variables only. Since the rePLS scores S are normally distributed and usually initial few component explain the most of the variation of the original data. In presence of heterogeneity, we assume the density f C (s), which presents rePLS scores S in class C follows multivariate normal distribution with class mean µ C and Σ C is the variance covariance for class C that maximizes the discriminant function
Hence by employing rePLS as a dimension reduction and variable selection method and using the rePLS components in each iteration as predictors in a QDA, classification of heterogeneous data can be achieved.
Reference methods
PLS-LDA and PLS-QDA
We can couple PLS with LDA or QDA which results is PLS-LDA and PLS-QDA respectively since PLS is regression procedure, for the discrimination. In PLS-LDA setting (Boulesteix, 2004; Lindgren et al., 1994) , we assume the density f C (s), which presents PLS scores S in class C follows multivariate normal distribution with class mean µ C and pooled with in class covariance matrix Σ, while in QDA-PLS (Boulesteix, 2004; Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a) setting we assume the heterogeneous variance covariance structure Σ C over PLS scores. Saebø et al. (2008) introduced a soft-thresholding step in PLS algorithm (stPLS) based on ideas from the nearest shrunken centroid method (Tibshirani et al., 2003) . The stPLS approach is more or less identical to the Sparse-PLS presented independently by Lê Cao et al. (2008) . At each step of the sequential stPLS algorithm the PLS loading weights w are modified as:
Soft-Threshold PLS (stPLS)
1. Scaling:
where A is the number of PLS components.
2. Soft-thresholding:
. . , p and some δ ∈ [0, 1⟩. For any real number a, here (a) + means max(0, a).
Normalizing:
The shrinkage δ ∈ [0, 1) sets the degree of thresholding, i.e. a larger δ gives a smaller selected set of variables. Cross validation is used to define this threshold. stPLS uses the sign(β stPLS ) for the classification of new samples in to class '+1' or into class '−1' (Saebø et al., 2008) .
Simulation Study
Data simulation
In order to make comparison of stPLS, rePLS-LDA and rePLS-QDA, data for each class was simulated from a known model y = Xβ + ϵ, where y takes −1 if respective sample is from class 1, and +1 if respective sample is from class 2. The p-vectors of variables x was assumed multivariate normally distributed with mean-vector µ = 0 and covariance matrix Σ.
The variances of all variables were set equal to 1, hence Σ is also a correlation matrix. Further, groups of correlated x variables were constructed by imposing a block diagonal structure on Σ with L blocks i.e.
Simulation based results
For simulation study, three levels of number of variables P = (50, 100, 500) with total of L = 10 groups of equal number of variables were considered. We have assumed different correlation structures for both classes since we have considered a two class problem and our objective is to make the comparison when each class follows day different variances covariance structure (Σ C ). We have This indicates Σ C has 2 levels, where the second level of R creates the more heterogeneous data for class 2 compared to the first level of R. Two levels of Σ C together with 3 levels of P results in total 6 different data sets. To have stable estimates of the fitted models and their comparison 100 runs were used.
For each run, we have simulated training and test data set each of size N = 100, where training data set was used to train the PLS methods while test data set was used to evaluate methods. The classification accuracy over the test data and relative number of selected variables (= (number of selected variables/total number of variables) × 100) were extracted for each run. Through F-test, we found PLS methods (p-value < 0.001) and Σ k structures (p-value < 0.001) are significantly factors which explain the variation in the accuracy of PLS methods. Similarly, PlS methods, number of variables and Σ k structures were all found significant (p-value < 0.001) in explaining the variation in a relative number of selected variables. Figure 1 presents the distributions of accuracy and relative number of selected variables for PlS methods, number of variables and Σ k structures. In terms of accuracy, we found rePLS-QDA outperforms the PLS-QDA, rePLS-LDA and stPLS. Further, as the variance structure of class 2 get more different from the variance structure of class 1 the accuracy of PLS based approaches increased. Of interest is that rePLS-LDA and rePLS-QDA are both found to have relatively small number of variables compared to stPLS as shown in lower panel of Figure 1 . A relatively small number of selected variables were found with P = 500 and R = [−0.5, −0.3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].
Application
An application of the classification procedure is to find the preferred habitat based on relevant codons/ bi-codon associated with a certain microbial. A huge amount of genetic divergence in microbial is observed. Genomic data can be used to characterize different microbial communities occupying different environmental niches (Tringe et al., 2005) . There are many factors that cause this divergence, and habitat preference is one among them (Hübner et al., 2013) . Habitat preference is also important to study for evolutionary genetic relationship and may help a potential industry to produce specific enzymes. Production organisms need to accurately portray and selection pressure under which the microbes evolve with required needs (Jensen et al., 2012) . Microbial habitat preference is mostly effected by ecological conditions like depth of water, season, temperature, desert and soil condition (Handelsman, 2004) . Genome from same species may have different habitat preferences, which could be the result of competitive elimination on a very small scale and ecological conditions (Watson et al., The distribution of (a) accuracy measured over the test data and (b) relative number of selected variables is presented for different levels of PLS methods, number of variables (P) and Σ k structures (R).
2004). Microbial communities in ecosystems are influenced by habitat preferences and are considered important sources of genetic variation with microbes classified based on habitat type (Singh et al., 2006) . Microbial codon usage can be classified between different bacterial habitat and may eventually help researchers understand genetic divergences of microbial species. The overall codon usage is affected by the selection of amino acids and codon bias within the redundant amino acids. Codons are triplets of nucleotides in coding genes and messenger RNA that codons translate genetic information into specific proteins. There are 20 amino acids are singly coded by 1, 2, 4 or 6 different codons (excluding the three stop codons there are 61 codons). However, the different codons encod-ing individual amino acids are not selectively correspondent because corresponding tRNAs differ in abundance, allowing for selection on codon usage. Codon usage is a pointer of the force shaping genome evolution in prokaryotes (Mehmood et al., 2011a; Mehmood and Snipen, 2013) , reflection of life style (Hanes et al., 2009 ) and organisms within similar habitat often have similar codon usage pattern in their genomes (Chen et al., 2007) . Higher order codon frequencies, e.g. di-codons are considered important with respect to joint effects of codons, like synergistic effect (Nguyen et al., 2009) .
Habitat discrimination data
The genomic sequence data used to train the model was divided into two groups, Positives and Negatives. Positives contained microbial coding sequence having respective habitat preference, and Negatives consist of random coding sequences.
Positives
We have considered 445 microbial genomes, their genomic sequence and the respective habitat information were obtained from NCBI Genome Projects (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/ lproks.cgi). The response variable in our data set is habitat preference. There are in total 5 habitat preferences included in our data set, namely Aquatic, Host Associated, Multiple, Specialized and Terrestrial. For each genome, genes were predicted by gene prediction software Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) , these genes are considered as a set of Positives.
Negatives
We only consider two-class problems, i.e. for some fixed 'habitat A', we only classify genomes as either 'habitat A', or 'not habitat A'. Thus, we have 5 different responses of −1/ + 1 outcome, considering one at a time. Negatives sequences must be contrasted against sequences those are not belonging to respective habitat. While constructing Negatives AT/GC content should be preserved, so we have permuted the position of DNA alphabets in predicted genes i.e. of Positive sequence. Hence we get the Negatives sequences having the equal length and number of Positive sequences.
Data splitting
The genome of one strain from each habitat category was randomly selected from which Positive and Negative sequences were extracted. We used a cross validation type approach where the data sets containing Positives and Negatives were randomly divided into 10 equally sized subsets, with one of these subsets taking the role of test data while the other 9 remaining subsets are considered as training data.
Results and discussion
For identification of codon variations that distinguishes different habitat preference of microbes, 5 models, representing each habitat preference were considered separately. The number of genomes, average GC-content, average GC-variation, average genome size in mega bases (MB) and average growth temperature (C) for each habitat (Table 1) .
For the discriminating the habitat preference of microbial based on codon/di-codon usage, PLS-QDA, stPLS, rePLS-LDA, and rePLS-QDA was used. All habitant preference discriminative models we found the PLS scores are following the multivariate normal distribution but the common variance Table 1 : An overview of the habitats used in the current study along with number of genomes, average GCcontent, average GC-variation, average genome size in mega bases (MB) and average growth temperature (C) covariance over the classes is not satisfied. For Aquatic preference discrimination, it appears PLS scores follows multivariate normal distribution (Mardia's multivariate normality test statistics = 6.30, p-value = 0.177) and PLS scores have non-constant variance over the discriminating classes (Box M's test = 1001.9, p-value < 0.01), and this trend holds for each discriminating habitat. In such situation, rePLS-LDA is not recommended, while rePLS-QDA, PLS-QDA and stPLS are natural to use to classify samples as +1 or −1. For model estimation, a tenfold cross validation was used. The number of components presenting the complexity of each model, number of selected variables, discrimination accuracy on test data by using PLS-QDA, rePLS-QDA, rePLS-LDA and stPLS (Table 2 ). These results indicates both rePLS-QDA performs the best in discriminating the most of habitat preferences of microbial by using codon/di-codon usage. It appears that, the Terrestrial habitat is in general more difficult to classify, simply because there are more diversity inside the group (Hättenschwiler et al., 2011) . This group also has the smallest number of genomes and adds a sampling bias. Number of components indicates PLS-QDA has on the average simplest level of complexity, while both rePLS-QDA and stPLS also have relatively higher but similar model complexity level on the average. Since PLS-QDA is the classification method only, while rePLS-QDA and stPLS are variable selection and classification method as well, it appears rePLS-QDA is more parsimonious compared to stPLS, since it selects comparatively less number of influential variables and results in comparatively better classification accuracy in all cases. This is because, stepwise iterative parsimonious variable elimination procedure was implemented to find codon/di-codon usage which improves the model interpretation as well as eliminates some useful redundancy from the model and use a small number of variables to discriminate the habitat (Norgaard et al., 2000) , and that is why consistency of selected variables, as utilized, retains the discriminating performance (Mehmood et al., 2011a) . Hence for rest of the analysis we have focused over the rePLS-QDA and have chosen the habitat Aquatic for a detailed illustration of the method, while results for all habitat preferences are also provided in supplementary material. Figure 2 shows the correlation biplot for Aquatic over the first two PLS components. The correlation biplot shows for each codon/bi-codon their contribution to the two dimensions i.e. underlying phenomena (loadings), and for each genome (sample) their relative position in two dimensional TTTTCT TTTTGA TTTTTC TTTTTT P−1 P−2 P−3 P−4 P−5 P−6 P−7 P−8 P−9 P−10 P−11 P−12 P−13 P−14 P−15 P−16 P−17 P−18 P−19 P−20 P−21 P−22 P−23 P−24 P−25 P−26 P−27 P−28 P−29 P−30 P−31 P−32 P−33 P−34 P−35 P−36 P−37 P−38 P−39 P−40 P−41 P−42 P−43 P−44 P−45 P−46 P−47 P−48 P−49 P−50 P−51 P−52 P−53 P−54 P−55 P−56 P−57 P−58 P−59 P−60 P−61 P−62 P−63 P−64 P−65 P−66 P−67 P−68 P−69 space (scores). Given that the habitat having reasonable discriminative performance, specific genetic variations are expected (Costello et al., 2009) . These genetic variations are expressed as selection of codon/bicodon. Influential codon/bi-codon having positive PLS regression coefficients i.e. influential for respective habitat are labeled by their names in red color and influential codon/bi-codon having negative PLS regression coefficients i.e. influential codon/bi-codon for random sequences are labeled by their names in green color. This identifies the influential codon/bi-codon for Aquatic as grouped in the same direction while the bi-codon 'AGCAGC' acts in different direction. This bi-codon is translated into amino acid Serine. Further genomes (samples) are indicated by gray color and the correlation loadings indicate no outlier in the samples for this analysis.
All of the selected variables are bi-codon and provide additional support for the interaction of genetic information is highly important for explaining variations in habitat (Botzman and Margalit, 2011; Lejeusne and Chevaldonné, 2006) . From influential codon/bi-codon, we have considered the only bi-codon having positive PLS regression coefficient for rest of the analysis i.e. those are responsible of explaining variation in respective habitat. The influential bi-codon interactions are plotted in bipartite plot, which presents the network of influential codons for Aquatic in Figure 3 . We marked the codon as most interactive codon if it has at least three linkages, and found two most interactive codons as 'TGA', and 'AAA' which codes for stop codon and amino acid K(Lys) respectively. Codon bias is also obvious to detect here, since there are many more than one codons that translate into unique amino acids (Figure 3 ).
Conclusion
We have proposed PLS based approaches called regularized backward elimination algorithm in PLS coupled with quadratic discriminant analysis (rePLS-QDA) for the variable selection and classifica- tion of heterogeneous high dimensional data sets. We obtained a huge reduction in the number of selected variables with acceptable classification accuracy. Proposed method out performs the PLS-LDA, PLS-QDA, rePLS-LDA and stPLS over the simulated data. Proposed methods were also successfully applied for habitat classification based on codon/bi-codon usages of microbes. We obtain habitat models with superior interpretation; however, any type of genome-wide association study may potentially benefit from the use of a multivariate selection.
